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After an excellent start, we
continued to be surprised by these
waters.

Yet again, this jungle river rewarded our
efforts with great dorado fishing in the best
place on earth.

Agua Negra:
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AGUA NEGRA
We had the pleasure of sharing the second week of the season with
two experienced fisherman, Arthur Hayman (69 years old) and Ralph
Gaudio (69 years old). Both from the USA, they hiked the Agua Negra
in search of trophy gold and the beauty of the jungle. After a lot of
fun with small and medium-sized dorados, they encountered the
amazing feeding frenzy of monsters dorados chasing sabalo and both
caught some really big fish before enjoying a night camping in the
jungle with guides, Miguel and Lucian. Lucas Darcie and Boris Sech
were also our guests and both were great anglers who also enjoyed
the jungle and the camping. 

The Agua Negra and its clear waters showed as again how good and
technical this river can be. Loaded with huge dorados and full of
aquatic life, this is when we encounter millions of sabalo moving
through the pools. This makes for some exciting fishing! 

The water was perfect with good temperatures and a good amount of
bait in the logs. However, the greatest amount of activity was in the
faster water and between rocks. The weather was also perfect
throughout the week with good temperatures during the day and
perfect nights to enjoy the lodge and the camp. 

The results of the week were good with a lots of small dorados as
well as some medium-sized fish. There were also approximately 10
fish over 6 kg. 

The biggest fish of the week was caught by Arthur Hayman in the
Agua Negra, and it was around 22 pounds!

Ready for more adventures,
The staff of Agua Negra lodge.

PH 1: Luciano Arata
PH 2-4: Camilo Duarte
PH 3: Ezequiel Perillo
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SÉCURE
After an excellent start, we continued to be surprised by these
waters. 

With better weatherand water conditions, the second week brought
us Sandro and Thomas —two anglers from Switzerland, and six South
African anglers —Simon, Warren, Graham, Dean, Andre, and Justin. 

We decided to goafter the same run of dorados as the previous week,
which were already in the Upper Secure. For this reason, we decided
to make two camps. The first camp was with Thomas and Sandro.
They found and fished in every piece of structure and caught many
large dorado and pacu. The second camp was where had the South
Africans, and that was a very fun experience. They had the chance to
spend time with the locals and learn about their relationship with
the environment. Within this wild and pristine ecosystem, these
anglers caught fishover 20 pounds. 

To our surprise, the downstream section had still an unrevealed
treasure for us as many fish were holding in every corner of the
mystic river, and we evenen countered a young jaguar within sight of
the shore. 

Sandro caught the biggest fish of the week — a 23 pound dorado in
the Lower Secure. 

Yet again, this jungle river rewarded our efforts with great dorado
fishing in the best place on earth.

Ready for more adventures,
The staff of Sécure lodge.

PH 1-3: Francisco Giupponi
PH 2-4: Justin Kemp





CONTACT US!
---
 

General Inquiries & Business Consulting
info@tsimanelodge.com

CEO 
ceo@uangling.com

GO TO WEBSITE

FOLLOW US!  
---
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